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General remarks

The submitted article ‘The importance of raising risk awareness: lessons learned about
risk awareness sessions from the Mediterranean region (North Morocco and West Sardinia,
Italy)’ is an interesting study about risk awareness and preparedness in 2 Mediterranean
areas of different background. The subject is suitable for NHESS journal, as it addresses
significant issues associated with natural hazards’ risk management and adaptation.

There are however several issues concerning the structure of the article, the methodology
and results presentation, which need to be improved and completed for the article to be
accepted for publication. A language review would also be helpful for the overall quality of
the article.

Specific comments

In what concerns the first contact with the study objectives, the reader expects to learn a
lot about risk awareness sessions, as the title implies. However, the article does not
present sufficient information about these sessions, except for their impact on the
willingness of the surveyed people to prepare against natural hazards’ risks. This is a bit
disappointing, since it would be useful for the analysis and the assessment of outputs to
learn eg what kind of sessions were launched in the 2 study areas, under which
framework, what was their purpose, when did they take place, were they open to the
public? etc…Moreover, following these concerns, is the Title correct when it refers to
lessons learned ABOUT awareness sessions?



Abstract:

L20 : ‘Local authorities and managers use different indicators’: which ones? Please name
some of them for clarity.

Introduction

In Introduction, the conceptual framework of the study, in which the statistical models are
going to be based on, needs to be presented in a concise way.

L.39: ‘that risk’: which one? This sounds too general, even though the article is definitive.

L54. The phrase ‘in order to explore what could contribute to increased precautionary
behaviour in a form of future financial readiness to protect of the local, general population’
is not well understood. What future financial readiness means should be clarified at this
point.

Sub section 1.2 would rather be a Methodology sub section. Usually the study area is
described in Methodology.

Methodology

In Methodology, there should be a sub-section about statistical analyses implemented,
description of the measures/concepts included in the models, etc. In general, statistical
methods must be presented in a separate paragraph, following the appropriate scientific
reporting: what kind of methods, and for which purpose each one will be applied; the level
of significance for accepting correlation/regression results; measures should be clearly
presented, how they were constructed, based on which survey questions, the items used
to construct them, if multi-item assessment was applied, such as factor analyses and
cronbach’s alpha for scaling reliability etc. It must be clearly described which is the
dependent variables, which are the independent ones (when regression is applied), which
are the control variables (the dummy ones as well). The questionnaire could be added as
supplementary material instead of just being available upon request. This would help the
reader to better understand the conceptual framework and the variables.

For example, the authors mention: ‘Risk awareness was described with two indicators:
one related to the level of information about natural hazards (each hazard listed and
evaluated on the Likert 1-5 scale), other related to risk sessions (whether the respondents



participated or not in the awareness sessions or environmental education campaigns
organized by the municipalities or associations)’, but the reader cannot understand exactly
the questions posed, for which specific hazards, what kind of information was asked to be
rated? An appendix table e.g. showing the questions, the expected/constructed variables
would be helpful. Furthermore, in what concerns the sessions, the only questions were
about participation or were there any other questions about the content of these sessions,
when they took place, and who organized them?

A graphical presentation of the model would be attractive and helpful to realize the
explanatory variables studied.

Methodology presented in 2.3 subsection is not a well-understood procedure. Concepts
such as indicators, risk memory, risk experience, need to be developed here, in the
methodology. A table presenting the basic questions, and the interviewed groups would be
helpful. As well as what method is applied to assess the answers. Also, I did not
understand whether the awareness sessions asked to be rated by the surveyed population
were the same discussed during the interviews.

Results

The use of the word indicator for the parameters/variables/measures that are correlated
or regressed is not an appropriate one. Indicators of what? Please consider rewording.
Moreover, if a reference on indicators of awareness or preparedness is made, it would
rather be part of the discussion, which excuses a less formal writing.

Table 1 does not explain properly the model variables. Which is the dependent, which are
the explanatory variables, the control variables…I suggest results and tables to be
reviewed by someone with good statistical knowledge.

Table 2 is not clear. Areas cannot be correlated with concepts. Future willingness to invest
money IS correlated with risk awareness AMONG the people of a specific area. Is this what
the authors mean? it must be clearly mentioned in the table. If the binary variable
mentioned in the text corresponds to whether the respondent was or not citizen of the
specific area, then what exactly is shown? That being from this area is associated with
higher eg trust in science compared to the ALL the other areas?

Please keep consistency in terminology. Willingness to invest, readiness to invest, invest
money, financial precautionary behavior, are all describing the same measure? If yes,
please consider using one of them.



Sub-section 3.2.: this looks like discussion, and it is chaotic. It is difficult to follow the
entire sub-section because results are not formally presented. I already suggested Tables
to be included in Methodoloy, presenting the main topics discussed in these interviews,
the interviewed stakeholders/entities. Results would therefore follow up by presenting an
evaluation of the importance of awareness sessions, according to the stakholders. An
assessment must be somehow shown at this point, especially highlighting the difference
between the 2 areas.

Discussion

4.1 includes statistical results that should have been included only in Results. Discussion
usually does not include statistics.

4.2. Statements made by the interviewed stakeholders do not help the discussion. These
should be mainly part of the results. Discussion needs to help the reader understand the
outcomes as filtered through results, past studies and the overall authors’
assessment/aspect.

4.3. Again, dynamic indicators are discussed in a informal way. At last, which exactly are
the suggested ones? How were they selected and how exactly they relate to this study?
E.g. the ‘participatory approach’ is an issue aroused from the survey or the interviews?
Many of the proposed indicators seem to be rather a philological discussion than revealed
through this study. E.g. the content of sessions is shown as significant for the level and
effectiveness of the obtained risk awareness; however, we have little knowledge about the
sessions analysed in the frame of this study, as I mentioned in previous comments, thus
we cannot assess the past sessions.
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